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BENEATH
It was Stella Gullaksen’s final break before starting her freshman year at college. Joining
her best friend, Jill, and Jill's family aboard the STARKISSED, Stella wakes to a violent
storm that capsizes the boat over a hundred miles off the New Jersey shore.
As the waves haul her under Stella knows that she is going to die. Instead, an unusual
current drags her deep into the underwater canyons of the Atlantic Ocean. Powerless
against the raging waters, she is suddenly sucked into a ventilated cave. One by one, Jill
and her family also emerge in the sunken cavern.
With only a faulty diving flashlight to keep oblivion at bay Stella and her best friend's
brother, Colin, search the cave in hope of finding a way back to the surface. What they
discover, however, is that they are not alone. There are other survivors in this
subterranean grotto–survivors spanning decades of maritime disasters.
Will this discovery prove salvation, or have they all been condemned to the same fate? A
grim finale at the bottom of the sea?
On an alliance forged by friendship and attraction, Stella and Colin battle to escape the
danger that lies beneath.

BENEATH: HORIZON DIVIDED
In this exciting sequel to BENEATH...
Stella and Colin search futilely for the rogue Atlantic current that dragged them to the
shadowy Underworld just a few months ago. With an ill-defined area to explore, their
futile attempts cost too much money and their resources are running out.
When it appears that all hope is lost, a miracle occurs in the form of a retired Hollywood
producer-turned-explorer who is willing to use his ship and equipment to support their
quest. Although no one believes their tale, he is the most accepting person they have
met. Whether his intentions are honorable or not remain to be seen.
With a crew full of skeptics, Stella and Colin locate the downwelling current, and once
again find themselves dragged into the subterranean network of caves deep in the
Atlantic Ocean canyon.
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Time is running out for the Underworld, though. Will anyone be left to rise from beneath?

YOUNG ADULT / SCIENCE FICTION

BEYOND
A 2016 #1 Amazon bestseller in Teen & Young Adult Science Fiction
A 2016 top 20 bestseller in the Kindle Free store
It is the day after Aimee Patterson’s high school graduation. College beckons, as does her dream of
becoming an engineer. On an early evening walk, her cocker spaniel charges into the woods on the
other side of the pond. Aimee trails after him, and in the stillness of that forest the unthinkable happens.
She becomes paralyzed and watches in horror as her hands vanish before her eyes.
Waking to the sound of voices, Aimee realizes that she has been kidnapped. Little does she know how
far away from home she is, though. In an attempt to flee her captors, she launches from their confines
only to freeze at the view outside the window. The sky is black and filled with stars, and in the distance
is a familiar blue globe. The planet Earth.
A group of humans forced to flee their planet after an epidemic destroyed their civilization now travel
the galaxies in search of an antidote. Retrieving samples of plant life from every solar system, on this
occasion Aimee was accidentally seized instead.
Aimee must learn to avoid the advances of an awkward young scientist who seems intent on dissecting
her, as her own fascination turns to the exotic young warrior, Zak. Having fallen in love with Zak, she is
now torn with the decision to return to Earth or live beyond the stars.

BEYOND: TWO SUNS
They were coming. It wasn't so much the sound that revealed them. It was the subtle vibration of the
ground beneath his feet, like the percussion of a distant explosion. It was their march. The dead
tread of stone against sand. A ghostly gait of menace.
Alone in a desert world...a world he once called home, Zak is now a damaged man. Reckless in his
battle against the creatures that destroyed his family, he roams under the glare of the two suns,
seeing phantoms--seeing Aimee.
Five years had passed since Aimee Patterson left the man she loved. For five long years she
traveled the path of life, always waiting--always looking to the stars, knowing, hoping, that one day
he would return for her.
And today was that day...
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BEYOND: THREE PATHS
Aimee Patterson is coming home...but this time she is not alone.
After spending years in space on an alien ship, Aimee Patterson is finally coming home. But this
time she is not alone. Her lover Zak wants to meet her parents, and her friend Raja wants to
experience life on Earth. Both get more than they ever bargained for.
Within days of being on Earth, Raja is caught up in an FBI sting operation. She is intrigued by
Special Agent Craig Buchanan, but things go horribly wrong. Raja is faced with a dilemma. Save
Agent Buchanan’s life or risk revealing her true identity.
It was supposed to be an innocent trip to Earth.... now Aimee, Zak, and Raja are fugitives of the
ultimate kind.

BEYOND: FOUR WORLDS
Zak and Aimee are expecting a child. Fearful of the doctors on Earth detecting any genetic
anomalies, they return to the safety of the Guardianship Horus where this unique toddler will be
welcomed without question. Upon arrival, however, they learn that the Horus is not as safe as they
anticipated. The massive craft is deteriorating, its structure crumbling after a series of celestial hits.
Quite simply, the Horus must land…and fast.
Anthum. A planet so lush, so serene, dotted with grand temples and sparkling shoreline. This was
the planet the citizens of the Guardianship Horus fled from after an epidemic. Once the virus was
eliminated, they were able to return to the pristine land they once called home. Anthum isn't as
pristine as their memories portray, though. Yes, it still looks beautiful, but it harbors secrets. Secrets
that can force these settlers back into being nomads.
The young warrior, Gordeelum, crash lands in a valley high in the mountains. He is taken hostage
by the citizens of that valley, and is given a grim sentence. His only hope is that his enemy can
become his ally.
Fleeing Earth to protect their child, Zak and Aimee instead find themselves in a land filled with
deception.
Will they survive this fourth world?

ZON
With a father from the planet, Ziratak, and a mother from Earth, Zon's challenges are galactic. Zon
doesn't possess superpowers, though. If anything, he's a bit of a klutz.
In Ziratakian folklore, the tale of the Temple of the Monarch has been passed down for generations.
As legend has it, a series of miniature globes lead to the temple’s gate.
Folklore…nothing more.
Except, Zon knows of a cave with small globes in it. And with one clumsy mishap, he triggers the
gate–opening a portal to other worlds.
A trip through this vortex transports him to Earth, where the first human he encounters is a young
woman with challenges of her own.
This is a brand-new saga, and a new generation. There is no need to read the BEYOND series.
However, for readers of the series, you will enjoy this continuation of the epic science fiction
adventure.
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ROMANTIC SUSPENSE

DISTANT MEMORY
Whose life does Hollie Musgrave recall? Is it even her own?
Dreams of a house Hollie has never been to plague her. They haunted her since childhood when her
mother used to joke about reincarnation. Now, as an adult, the dreams have returned. Desperate for
relief she seeks out a hypnotist to pry any clues from her latent memories. One notion leads her to a
farmhouse hundreds of miles away.
Todd Hewitt bought the farmhouse in Pennsylvania in search of seclusion after the drama of the past
three years. When a woman shows up on his doorstep he assumes she is just another reporter
looking for an interview, however, her tale is too absurd to be a hoax.
Together they try to piece together her missing past.
And someone has been anticipating that.
Someone has been waiting for Hollie to remember.

SHADOW
Sophie Diem's boss has skipped town, abandoning their counseling firm and taking her investment
money with him. As she seeks to rebuild her professional career she is distressed by the appearance
of a stranger. The man keeps to the shadows, but he is definitely stalking her. In an attempt to flee
him she accepts a job offer...in London. Surely crossing the Atlantic would be enough to deter her
Shadow.
Glenn Barber is a desperate man. He sorely wants answers. The man that can supply them has gone
missing, though. Now all Glenn can do is go after the next best thing, the man's former employee,
Sophie Diem.
Sophie is shocked to spot her shadow in London. What she learns is that Glenn, the Shadow, is not a
stalker, but rather her only protection. As her attraction to Glenn grows, together they conspire to
locate her former boss and stop him before he can harm others.
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MIST
A mysterious footlocker washes up on Livvy McKay's shore. Minutes after recovering it she is
assaulted by an intruder. Wounded and unable to give chase, she is startled by a knock at the front
door. A stranger is looking to rent a boat from her business, McKAY'S CHARTERS. Livvy doesn't
believe in coincidences. Especially when the stranger is wearing black−just like her assailant.
Jack Morell is a desperate man. After receiving a cryptic phone call from his uncle−a call spiked with
the sound of gunfire in the background, he is frantic to locate his uncle's missing ship. Warned to use
discretion, Jack opts to rent a boat from McKAY'S CHARTERS for his search.
Together, Jack and Livvy uncover the contents of the footlocker and now they are being hunted.
Someone doesn't want the world to know what is in that trunk. Someone who is well-connected.
Unable to trust the authorities, Jack and Livvy have only each other. Will it be enough to survive the
Atlantic's frigid clutch?

DUSK
As a young girl, Amanda Newton witnessed the brutal murder of her parents. As an adult she is
targeted by their murderer.
Beautiful. Reserved. Mysterious. Amanda Newton, the CEO of BLUE-LINK, epitomizes control with
her adept handling of the global company. But that control is threatened with a series of attacks
against her.
Ray Gordon, a former Navy SEAL is looking to open his own security firm. One more contracting job
with BLUE-LINK would complete the funding. When he is hired to protect Amanda Newton, the Ice
Queen herself, he never bargained on falling for her.
Amanda has something her attacker wants. He has waited over twenty years to claim it, and he will
destroy anyone close to her to get it.
...but he's met his match in Ray Gordon.

GOLD
It was the middle of January in Southeastern Alaska. Sara Eckert anticipated at least another two
months of vacancy in her remote bed & breakfast. Until he showed up. A man not interested in hiking,
fishing, or hunting. So, why was he there?
Two miners have gone missing. Their disappearance has been ruled accidental. To the firm that sent
them to Alaska, that answer is unacceptable. Luke Reis has been dispatched to learn more. Gaining
access to the remote wilderness isn't so simple, though. He'll have to enlist the owner of the Marmot
Hideaway to help get him started.
As Luke and Sara dig deeper into the disappearance of the miners, they edge closer to passion. But
the abandoned network of underground mines may stake the ultimate claim…their lives.

BACKLIST ROMANTIC SUSPENSE
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ANTHOLOGIES

DANGEROUS DOZEN
USA TODAY Bestseller!
Top 50 Bestseller on Amazon. #1 in Romantic Suspense!
The Dangerous Dozen---heroes who make danger sexy... These alpha male heroes know how to protect
their women—and how to love them. This romantic suspense boxed set stars TWELVE smoking hot
heroes in TWELVE full-length novels by TWELVE bestselling authors.
This anthology is no longer available for purchase.

AUTHOR BIO
USA TODAY bestselling author, Maureen A. Miller worked in the software industry for fifteen years. She
crawled around plant floors in a hard hat and safety glasses hooking up computers to behemoth
manufacturing machines. The job required extensive travel. The best form of escapism during those
lengthy airport layovers became writing.
Maureen’s first novel, WIDOW'S TALE, earned her a Golden Heart nomination in Romantic Suspense.
After that she became hooked to the genre. In fact, she was so hooked she became the founder of the
JUST ROMANTIC SUSPENSE website.
Recently, Maureen branched out into the Young Adult Science Fiction market with the popular BEYOND
Series. To her it was still Romantic Suspense…just on another planet!
Find more about Maureen at http://www.maureenamiller.com/

AUTHOR AWARDS
•
•

2002 GOLDEN HEART nominee in Romantic Suspense for WIDOW’S TALE.
2007 HEART OF THE ROCKIES 1st place in Romantic Suspense for WIDOW’S TALE
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SOCIAL MEDIA
•
•
•
•
•

FACEBOOK - https://www.facebook.com/MaureenAMillerAuthor/
TWITTER - https://twitter.com/MaureenAMiller
BOOKBUB - https://www.bookbub.com/profile/maureen-a-miller
INSTAGRAM - https://www.instagram.com/maureenamillerauthor/
GOODREADS - https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/2959120.Maureen_A_Miller
AMAZON - http://www.amazon.com/Maureen-A.-Miller/e/B002C1U2UI

